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Dear brothers and sisters of the Federation H-D Clubs Europe. 

Unfortunately, we have to take the decision to cancel the FH-DCE Super Rally® 2021. 

We worked hard to organize everything in details, the arena, toilets, stage, bands, we managed to get 

a very important discount from the ferry company ANEK, we checked for quality and prices and 

registered more than 1.500 hotel rooms around the region for the event and  the website is working 

with online purchase of entrance ticket and also  Super Rally® T-shirts, hoodies and beach towels in 

reduced prices. 

And we all anticipated to ride our motors and get together to have fun and enjoy life after the 

difficult time we had during 2020, including the cancelation of the FH-DCE Super Rally® in 

Sweden, Faaker See and so many other events. 

But unfortunately, although Igoumenitsa is the only green area in the COVID 19 map for Europe, the 

rest of Europe suffers from the third wave of the pandemic, vaccination plans do not proceed as 

expected, new variants of the virus appear and European Union advise not to travel abroad and 

consider closing the borders if necessary. 

There are a lot of questions arising about how to travel with ferry boats, about necessary quarantine 

after travelling etc.  

We also have the responsibility as Federation members to protect human health and avoid to 

increased spread of infection. 

All these make us very sad, but we feel obliged to take the decision together with Sakke, the 

Federation Secretary, to cancel FH-DCE Super Rally® 2021. 

We will instead conduct the FH-DCE Super Rally® 2023 after approval at the upcoming FH-DCE 

president’s meeting in November. We would like to thank our brothers and sisters in H-DC France 

for their understanding and handing over the FH-DCE Super Rally® 2023 authorization to our club. 

Of course, we will refund the money paid already for the entrance ticket as promised. T-shirts and 

other items will be sent by courier in customer expenses.  

You can still order t-shirt and hoodies via  

https://www.eventora.com/en/Events/fh-dce-super-rally-2021 

Again, we ask you to understand this tough decision. We hope to see you all at the next FH-DCE 

Super Rally® 2022 in Sweden and renew our appointment for 2023 in Hellas. 

 

Harley Davidson Club Hellas 

The President Dimos Anapliotis 

The Secretary Leondios Leondiadis 
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